Eye-tracking introduction considerations in vestibular telerehabilitation in Latvia
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ABSTRACT
The terms of telemedicine, telerehabilitation, and e-care have come into our everyday lives as the necessity to make medical assistance and care more effective. These terms are not buzzwords. Indeed, new technology, innovative solutions, offered by programming tools, modern sensor equipment, wearable devices and bio-signal data sets, provide an ability to ensure necessary remote support to a person with special needs anytime and anywhere. This assistance may include person’s online health monitoring, telerehabilitation and health improvement measures, mobile training, rapid alert button initiation, advisory support, and a set of many other measures supporting patient’s care.

This paper displays achievements in creation of vestibular telerehabilitation tools and systems, particularly in Latvia, and discuss further necessary developments, including eye-tracking instruments, which would improve existing telerehabilitation systems.
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1. Introduction

Ever new technologies are entering in today’s rapidly changing world. Nowadays, people are not only talking about e-health, e-medicine and e-care, but also are actively involved in the opportunities and activities offered by these new systems and platforms. Patients may feel satisfied when receiving medical advice almost immediately, and practitioners are given an opportunity to provide assistance as soon as an appropriate online request is received.

New telecare approaches have brought new requirements for information systems, display graphs, figures, notifications and so on. For example, the Council of the European Union in its Directive defines certain requirements on the accessibility of the websites and mobile applications of public sector bodies [1]. Moreover, telemedicine or telerehabilitation system developers ought to take into account prospective system users interests and needs, as well ensure system reliability and sustainability [2].

Such e-, m-, and/or t-rehabilitation platforms ought to be aimed to improve life quality for people with special needs, facilitate rehabilitation process anytime anywhere and provide necessary online support to the system users.

Considering that “the balance is one of the most important skills of the postural control and ability to move” [3], it might be said that persons’ active involvement in the vestibular telerehabilitation activities can improve life quality of these people. Herdman points out three main human body systems which are responsible for postural balance control. They are: visual, vestibular and somatosensory ones [4].

Previous studies underline four vestibular rehabilitation tasks:
- “To enhance gaze stability,
- To enhance postural stability,
- To improve vertigo, and
- To improve activities of daily living” [5].

Vestibular telerehabilitation challenges might be facilitated by proposing an efficient telerehabilitation system which includes postural balance function measurement and improvement system model, balance measurement board with an interactive interface, vestibular exercises, available both from telerehabilitation platform and mobile application, and continuous health monitoring and advisory support. Eye-tracking tools might be added to this system, providing necessary analysis of the gaze data to be used to improve patients’ telerehabilitation efficiency.

2. Postural balance early diagnostics systems and tools development in Latvia

In order to promote early diagnosis of postural balance and improvement of these functional capabilities, from November 2014 to June 2018 the postural balance function measurement and improvement system model has been developed by researchers of Riga Technical University (RTU) within the framework of the Project No.2 „Development, approbation and implementation of new prototypes and innovative methodology (approaches, methods, techniques, ways) in social rehabilitation for the rendering of new services” (in Latvian: „Jaunu prototipu, inovatīvas metodikas (pieeju, metožu, tehniku, panēmienu) sociālajā rehabilitācijā izstrāde, aprobācija un ieviešana jaunu pakalpojumu sniegšanā”) of the Latvian National Research Program “Innovative solutions in social rehabilitation in Latvian schools in the context of inclusive education” (in Latvian: „Innovatīvi risinājumi sociālajā telerehābilitācijā Latvijas skolās in kontekstā – VPP INOSOCTEREHI”; Contract No. 10-4/VPP-8-7) [6]. The model includes an assessment of the postural balance of a person (the user of this system) and a set of activities for improving these capabilities (Fig.1).

Postural balance assessment is performed (the 1st step, Fig.1) by the person completing a 4-mode test m-CTSIB (modified Clinical Test of Sensory Organization and Balance) on the balance testing board platform (consisting of mounted in four load sensors (tenzoresistors), Arduino Uno microcontroller and two signal amplifiers). Test performance data are read and processed, further allowing to obtain information about the identified postural balance ability (or disability) of the person, and represent results in a visual form, as well as in the form of csv files.

In accordance with the obtained measurements results, the person chooses appropriate exercises offered by the telerehabilitation e-platform to improve his/her balance ability (the 2nd step, Fig.1). An access to the exercise database with the offered audio-visual, interactive materials, is enabled via e-environment (e.g., computer, laptop, etc.) and/or m-environment (e.g., smartphone, tablet, etc.).

Figure 1. Postural balance function measurement and improvement system model.
Audio-visual materials are arranged in a certain order allowing the person to choose from content sets of video files the most suitable appropriate exercises, practising (the 3rd step, Fig.1) and systematically re-practising them (the 4th step, Fig.1). These steps result in person's postural balance improvement. The model also recommends to perform repeated assessment of postural balance ability (repeated diagnostics; the 5th step, Fig.1), which allows to measure vestibular rehabilitation progress.

To test postural balance, the person is asked to stand on the force plate and perform specific balance keeping tasks according to m-CTSIB test modes which are already approbated in many clinical studies demonstrating its simplicity, accessibility, usability and efficiency in balance disorder measurements [3], [7], [8]. In other words, the person tries to keep postural balance which is related to keeping sphere symbol on the screen during the test.

An apprehensible, child-friendly interface, as well as the data-processing program has been developed to visualize and interpret the balance measurement resulting data, providing an opportunity to make an initial diagnostics of possible balance disorders. Encouraging, kids-friendly interface helps the person to follow requirements for implementation of trials (Fig. 2): interactive monkey image animation gives an advice how the person should prepare himself/herself for the next test condition (m-CT SIB trial fulfilment) – does the person need to close the eyes (the monkey image hides its eyes behind lifted up palms) or the trial must be fulfilled with open eyes (the monkey opens its eyes and looks on you).

Figure 2. Postural balance test fulfilment interface.

Postural balance test fulfilment interface (Fig. 2) gives both for the patient and medical personnel a possibility to follow all trials paces. Moving sphere’s trajectories are tracked by remaining colour traces in the circle.

Exercise data are processed and visualized, demonstrating possible balance distortion (deviations from the average sway index). That allows to use m-CTSIB test results directly at the test venue and make initial balance capability assessments. Test results (Fig. 3) are represented in the four graphs (stabilograms) corresponding to the each of four balance test modes [9].

Each of the executed test modes can show potential postural balance problems according to the test mode implementation requirements which are set for one organ or organ groups responsible for human balance capability. Consequently, the test provides an opportunity to assess not only balance problems in general, but also indicate the potential dysfunction of the particular human organ or group of organs.

Besides, created system provide to the medical staff detailed test results for each completed test phase (mode). Figure 4 gives an example of the m-CTSIB 4th test phase (eyes open, foam surface) data visualization. It assesses postural balance: person’s ability to maintain the balance in the anteroposterior (AP) direction (in the upper part of Fig. 4, the AP sway index is marked in blue) and in mediolateral (ML) direction (in the upper part of Fig. 4, the ML sway index is marked in red). The bottom part of Fig. 4 provides the information on the test fulfilment progress (lower left part of the Fig. 4) and the average sway indexes, including the AP and ML ones.
The prototype is already approbated during several pilots in schools in Latvia. The prototype is aimed to measure persons’ postural balance functional capability and may serve as an early diagnostics instrument. However, questions regarding future improvements of the interface and the developed model remain. It can include also embedded eye-tracking tools with gaze analytical system, evaluation of patient’s activities (eye movements) in a form of gaze data which might be caused due to external interferences. Defining specific tasks during postural balance training exercises can contribute to vestibular rehabilitation. In turn, the data provided by the eye-tracking device would make it possible to clarify and update rehabilitation program.

3. Developed in Latvia mobile application supporting social telerehabilitation

The mobile application (utilizing Android operation system) is developed by RTU Distance Education Study Centre researchers to provide anytime-anywhere postural balance training support accordingly promoting postural balance function improvements and enabling vestibular and social telerehabilitation [6]. It is an integral part of the balance function measurement and improvement system model. The application is available at: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1u-_5ptb6LPWCNe1X6qhuZaHxJjdGg6Vn/view.
Mobile application, installed in the mobile device, further provides an access to the balance improvement exercises video content without Internet connection. Exercises (video content) in the mobile application are sequentially positioned:
- In a stationary and transparent environment: with and without variations;
- In a changing and non-transparent environment, with variations.
Users can choose and implement the necessary balance exercises from the offered training sets taking into account the developed methodology in according to their abilities and needs. Exercises are placed in three levels (Fig. 5): in the cases of stationary and transparent environment with and without variations when the body is not moving (with and without manipulation) and is moving (with and without manipulation).

![Figure 5. Three levels of training exercises.](image)

The application provides user-friendly, easy navigation to search for requested exercise video materials. For example, navigation buttons (Fig. 6, arrow "A") provides the ability to move between the proposed exercises to the right, left, up and down, according to the chosen training methodology in three levels. In turn, interactive notifications (Fig. 6, arrow "B"), as well as scoring points/badges in the form of gesture of appreciation (Fig. 6, arrow "C") as the award/recognition of user’s achievements, encourage and motivate system users to continue an improvement of their postural balance capabilities. These feedback statements are particularly important for the children involvement in the rehabilitation process.

![Figure 6. Navigation buttons (arrows “A”), feedback notifications/praises (arrow “B”) and achievement recognition points/badges (arrow “C”).](image)
Orientation sensor can be used for self-assessment of postural balance ability (Fig. 7). The application user must place and hold the phone for at least 5 seconds, so that the indicator "N" shows to the North. Then the user can place the phone in a transparent place and continue to watch videos and fulfill training exercises. If the application user fails to keep the phone in the balance position to the North, the compass figures will move. The user must use the compass at a time to improve own ability to hold the object in balance position. Even if it is failed initially from the first time, it is important to go back to exercises, executing them and improving postural balance. Then again and again, the user ought to return to the compass mode in order to check own postural balance and/or its improvements.

Figure 7. Orientation sensor.

4. Usage of eye-tracking tools in telemedicine, e-care and telerehabilitation

Researchers and medical engineers have already recognized the needs of society for robotic assistants to provide support to people with special needs, thus ensuring some kind of telerehabilitation - an automated system responding to patient activities, while at the same time a physician or healthcare professional can stay at a distance. From time to time, scientific papers show the rationale and practical implementation of such robotic assistants and systems. Nowadays these systems are able not only to assist but also communicate with patients, as well monitor their activities, recognize gestures to provide emergency call or advice, remind the time of taking medication and performing rehabilitation exercises [10].

Face as well as gesture recognition systems can track patient’s emotions which might be represented as a set of this person’s activity feedback signals [11; 12] which are based on some kind of reward processing [13]. They could be detected as the emotional data sets and analysed to provide necessary response. The use of eye-tracking tools and an assessment of gaze data opens new possibilities in telemedicine, e-care and telerehabilitation. That includes the care of elderly people, persons after stroke, with movement disabilities, as well as eye training and many other directions. Some areas, such as diagnosis of mental diseases [14], could be further developed to be used also in tele-mode platforms, at least in tele-monitoring and emergency/assistance areas. Detection of persons with depressive disorder by use of eye tracking methods in lab environment [15] could be transferred to tele-diagnostics performed remotely by monitoring behaviour / eye movements of appropriate e-platform users, with prior authorization to use their personal data.

Eye training gives positive results in vision improvement [16; 17]. Kasprowski et al. describe game implementation examples in vision training [18] which add to exercises some sort of fun, interaction between a child and computer interface – a player (child) is asked to assemble the puzzle by focussing his/her eyes on one piece, then triggering it and transferring to correct place by focussing eyes on this place and triggering it again (Fig. 8). Similarly, eye tracking technology with embedded gaming solution is used in children behavioural therapy [19].
Figure 8. Vision training by eye tracking (example) [18].

Useful systems for patients with movement disorders and paralyzed persons are developed by exploiting similar gaze controlled approach [20]. Developed software gives eye movement / gaze access to web applications, which enable patient web browsing, communication and even article typing by eye gaze means only [21]. Persons who are limited in motor-movement can browse Internet by triggering available links on the Web and typing words with own eyes and voice [22].

Eye-tracking technology and gaze control is also used in European Union Framework Program for Research and Innovation “Horizon 2020” project MAMEM (www.mamem.eu). Eye movements are controlled by especially developed Web browser (GazeTheWeb), facilitating Web browsing by eyes only [22; 23]. Moreover, wireless bio-signal acquisition system is aimed to help persons with motor disabilities interact with gaming application developed by MAMEM project scientists and play the game Tetris by eyes and mind commands [24].

5. Discussions and further developments

Pursuant to considerations described in the second section, in further research activities it would be useful to find relationships and correlations between person’s ability to keep the balance when different external disturbing factors influence test fulfillment. Another research direction ought to be dedicated to the studies which would find out possible correlations between persons’ postural balance capability and mental abilities, achievements in different educational subjects. Besides, it is important to find the ways in how the balance prototype production costs could be decreased. Affordable price can promote postural balance system employment in organisations and at home, and as result, facilitate vestibular and social rehabilitation services and improve quality of life of persons with postural balance disorders.

Elements of gaming might be embedded into postural balance test procedures. It could bring attractiveness and engage people in vestibular rehabilitation processes.

It could be useful to investigate possible correlation between person’s eye movements, ability to focus attention during tests and exercises, and different external distractions, such as suddenly opened or closed door, alarm beep, and so on.

Two of used trial modes in m-CTSIB define postural balance test accomplishment with closed eyes (accordingly, standing on the stable and soft surface). It means that in other two m-CTSIB trial modes, when patient’s eyes are open, it could be useful to introduce eye tracking tools which would help a lot to a physician with analytical gaze data to provide initial diagnostic considerations.

Possibilities to develop appropriate easily perceived e-, t-, and m-environment also could be considered. People react differently on various changing content layouts on display. Pop-ups, advertisements, and many other graphics carousels impact person’s attention and eye movements.

Another issue is the Big Data. It is estimated that medical data at least doubles every three years [25]. The amount of the data grows exponentially. Artificial intelligence tools allow gathering and processing a huge amount of structured and unstructured real-time data, coming from various clinical records, medical devices (among them, implanted in human body ones), sensors, etc. Big Data and patients’ data protection, as well the steps to be taken against Internet threats to prevent data breaches, ought to be considered as the primary steps in telemedicine, e-care and telerehabilitation services.

IBM Watson Health artificial intelligence (AI) system was introduced to help medical professionals providing data analytics to improve health care services and make necessary predictions considering that the AI machine has ability to learn [25]. Taking into account that there were two different types/approaches of data storage
and processing: on the one hand – data servers on medical premises, on the other hand – public data available for public use, IBM decided to shift e-health analytics services to a hybrid cloud which, due to links between these data storages make it possible to move the data between them in and out. This way offers greater and more effective access to medical data both for medical practitioners and insurers [26]. At the end of November 2018 Amazon launched its Web Services Platform (WSP) which processes and analyses patient’s medical e-records and tons of other medical unstructured data [27]. Such systems, like IBM Watson Health or Amazon WSP, analyse massive amount of unstructured patients’ and their treatment data which transform patients care into personalised treatment approach, available and accessible almost immediately [28]. This opens up the possibility for further employment of eye tracking systems in patients’ care, health monitoring and enabling immediate feedback and/or emergency response remotely.

6. Conclusions

Proposed postural balance function measurement and improvement system model is ready for implementation in Latvian schools via National Centre for Education of the Republic of Latvia: every year, starting from the first beginning school day, in addition to the measurement of pupils’ physical parameters, it would be useful to assess the initial state of pupils’ postural balance capacity using postural balance testing system. When detecting possible abnormalities, the timely advice would be given to pupils’ parents.

The model also enables the support to its users through telerhabilitation e-platform which provides a methodology for daily improvement of balance capabilities, offers balance-improvement training video materials. In addition, the model also includes the mobile application developed for supporting postural balance improvement anytime anywhere by offering appropriate exercise sets.

Implementation of the eye-tracking approach in vestibular telerhabilitation could be seen as the part of other complex rehabilitation measures. Gaming component can make postural balance testing and training systems more attractive and effective, increasing patients’ interest in postural balance improvement activities, thereby ensuring goals of vestibular telerhabilitation. Eye tracking tools ought to be introduced in this process to assess person’s eye motor and attention abilities, as well to be aimed to detect possible health disorders (related to neuro-, eye-, vestibular system, etc.).

Artificial intelligence technologies bring the new wide opportunities in telerhabilitation and e-care field. However, the Big Data issue and patients’ data protection challenge still remains actual both from data processing and cybersecurity point of the view.
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